
Taxonomy (Systematics)

Taxon: Group

Taxis+Nomos

Taxis: Arrangement Nomos: Law



Taxonomy

 Taxonomy: Science of Classification

 Classification of living organisms

 Establish a relationship between a group of 

microorganisms and among the others or

seperate them from each other

 Taxonomy offers a common referance for

microorganism classification as well.

 Because creates a universal language among

scientists, taxonomy is a fundamental and

necessary equipment



Taxonomy (Systematic)

1- Identification

2- Classification

3- Nomenclature



1. Identification

Morphological Features

Pathogenic Features

Chemical Features Molecular Features

Cultural Features

Metabolic Features

Ecological Features

Serological Features

Genetic Features(%G+C=G+C/G+C+A+T*100)



2.Classification

 Natural (phylogenetic)

 Numerical

 Antigenic

 Phage

 Chemotaxonomy



Classification of Bacteria

 Natural (Phylogenetic)

Phylogenetic taxonomy reveals the evolutionary 

relationship or kinship among the germs and also

in all living things. However, in this process the

sequence of 16S rRNA/23S rRNA are utilized

contrary the others

(%G+C=G+C/G+C+A+T*100)



 Numerical

It is the method of the level of relations between

the germs with statistical and mathematical

methods by coding the various properties of the

germs and given certain points. 

Numerical taxonomy can be used of 

microorganisms biochemical,antigenic features , 

antibiotic susceptibility and nucleic acid sequence



However, genotypic and phenotypic

characteristics should be evaluated separately.

Namely,   numerical taxonomy is made with;

 Phenotypic features

 Genotypic features (with the compared to 16S 

ribosomal RNA base sequence) 



 Antigenic

 Phage

 Chemotaxonomy



Methods of Identification and Classification of  

Bacteria

 Morphologic Properties

 Staining Properties

 Biochemical Properties

 Antigenic Properties

 Serologic Propertiesfaj

 Phage Typing

 Fatty Acid Profiles

 Flow Cytometry

 DNA Base Composition

 DNA Fingerprinting

 Nucleic Acid Amplification

Tests

 Nucleic Acid Hibridization

 DNA Chips

 Ribotyping

 Ribosomal DNA 

Sequencing

























3. Nomenclature

Sceintific classification is made up of 2 words:

GENUS + SPECIES

Bacillus anthracis Bac. anthracis B. anthracis

Staphylococcus aureus Staph. aureus S. aureus

Streptococcus pyogenes Str. pyogenes S. pyogenes



3. Nomenclature

 In the process of identification of bacteria, it is 

aimed to define the  microorganism, honor the 

finder of the bacteria or describe the habitat in 

which these species are involved.

 Example: Staphylococcus aureus

 Staphylo (bunch of grapes) / coccus (globular) / 

aureus (means gold in Latin)

 Escherichia coli

 Theodor Escherich (finder/ coli (colon; where

factor found)







REGNUM (KINGDOM) : Eubacteria

DIVISION (PHYLUM) : Proteobacteria

CLASS (CLASSIO) : Gamma Proteobacteria

TRIBE : Enterobacteriales

FAMILY (FAMILIA) : Enterobacteriaceae

GENUS : Escherichia

SPECIES : Echerichia coli

SUBSPECIES


